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Revisiting weight-gain correlations for as-fabricated Zircaloy-4 cladding tubes during steam 

oxidation 

Jean Desquines, Tatiana Taurines, Séverine Guilbert, Christian Duriez, Antoine Ambard 

Abstract 
 

During a loss of coolant accident, elevated temperatures and steam environment induce fuel 

cladding oxidation. During cladding high-temperature oxidation, the weight increase is considered as 

a material property when divided by the surface exposed to the environment, this is the so-called 

weight-gain. Many laboratories tested Zircaloy-4 specimens and used several approaches to 

determine weight-gain correlations. Two frequently used methods are weight measurements and 

metallographic measurements of scale thickness combined with diffusion simulations. Usually, 

assuming that weight-gain is controlled by diffusion processes, the correlations have a parabolic 

dependency to steam exposure duration. In the present study, a metallographic method relying on 

scale thickness measurements is proposed with few assumptions on the oxygen transport process in 

the oxide and (O) layers. These two layers contain the main oxygen inventory. The local weight-gain 

is obtained by the integration of a simplified oxygen profile across the specimen  thickness. The 

proposed method is compared to specimen weighing approach and leads to accurate predictions. 

The method was applied to five experimental campaigns performed in different laboratories 

combining more than 375 tests. A single non-parabolic weight-gain correlation covering a large 
temperature range (900 to 1500°C) is finally provided. 

 

1 Introduction 
 

The weight-gain can be defined as the mass change by area unit of the flat surface of a body exposed 

to an oxidizing environment. This is expected to represent a material property for a given oxidizing 

environment. Starting from this definition, the weight-gain is usually assessed measuring a specimen 
mass change divided by its surface exposed to the oxidizing environment.  

Weight-gain is used to evaluate oxygen content in zirconium claddings and is also necessary to 

evaluate ECR (Equivalent Cladding Reacted) widely used to assess cladding embrittlement criteria in 

case of loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) [BIL08, CAB15, BOU15, NAR20]. Usually, weight-gain is given 

as a correlation between various parameters of importance such as time at temperature, 

temperature, gaseous environment composition, etc. 

The present paper proposes an improved correlation for weight-gain (wg) of Zircaloy-4 cladding 

tubes during steam oxidation at elevated temperature. The steam oxidation kinetics of cladding 

materials at elevated temperature is usually characterized by the specimen mass-increase,   , by 

surface units S exposed to the steam environment. It is usually adjusted as a power law increase with 

exposure duration to steam,  ( ), and also considered as a thermally activated parameter governed 
by an Arrhenius type dependency on temperature: 
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Equation 1 indicates the importance of temperature in oxidation kinetics. Moreover, temperature 

evolution may be affected by an over-shoot (on as-received samples) or spatial heterogeneities. 
Temperature control and measurement are key parameters for oxidation kinetics studies.  

There are currently many existing correlations that are not always fitting well together [BAK62, 

BAL76, GRA08, BAL76, CAT77, LEI83, LEI87, SCH03, LEM57, URB78, KAW78, NAG03, GRO10], as 

illustrated in Figure 1, with their validity range provided in Table 1. In Figure 1, most of the 

correlations set n=2 in eq. 1., thus assuming a simple controlled diffusion regime with a constant 

oxygen diffusivity over time, leading to the so-called parabolic regime [WAG33]. However, significant 

deviations from this simple situation have often been observed, specifically for the lower range of 

the temperature domain considered (T<1000°C). Values of the n exponent of up to 3 have been 

reported [NAG03, ZIN21]. Various reasons, likely strongly coupled, may explain the deviation from 

the parabolic regime: an increase over time (as the scale is growing) of the compressive stresses 

[GUE15], of the grain size (thus a decrease of the grain boundaries area) and/or of the monoclinic 

zirconia phase fraction [GUI19] will all result in a decrease of the oxygen mean diffusivity, leading to a 

n>2 exponent. Therefore, choice will be made for the present paper to adjust the analysed data with 
a variable n exponent power law. 

 

The methods used to determine the weight-gain can be categorized depending on measurement 
scale: either specimen scale or local scale (cladding thickness at a given position).  

Among global weight-gain measurements one can find: 

- hydrogen release measurement, assuming no hydrogen pickup during high-temperature oxidation 

[LEM57, BAK62, URB78], 

- specimen weighing before and after high temperature oxidation [URB78, KAW78, NAG03, GRO10, 
GUI10, GUI21]. 

Weight measurements before and after the test are extremely accurate but are sometimes affected 

by specimen edge effects, which must be carefully corrected. The temperature influence on 

specimen weight is also affected by spatial heterogeneities of its temperature. This is noticeably the 

situation when studying long rodlets after semi-integral tests. 

The main local methods are based on: 

- oxide and oxygen stabilized (O) scale measurement and diffusion modeling [BAL76, CAT77, LEI87, 
LEI87, SCH03], 

- micro-hardness profiles used to determine oxygen profiles across the cladding relying on oxygen 
hardening and calibration of the method [POR05], 

- detailed metallurgical methods, such as neutron activation analysis [BAL76] or Castaing microprobe 

[POR05, BRA11, LES11, DUR11], which can generate oxygen profile but have not been used to 

generate weight-gain correlation to our knowledge.  

Deriving weight-gain from oxygen affected scale thickness measurements is usually performed along 

with diffusion simulations [CAT77, CHU80]. This approach leads quite systematically to a parabolic 

weight-gain kinetics whereas some experimental global measurements follow a non-parabolic 

kinetics, in particular at temperatures lower than 1000°C [NAG03]. Using welded thermocouples, the 

temperature was measured at the same axial position as for the scale thickness measurement using 



welded thermocouples leading to an accurate evaluation of weight-gain temperature dependency at 

an azimuth away from welding location. 

 

Reference Material Method used Temperature range (°C) 

Baker-Just [BAK62] Zr H2 release 1000 - 1852 

Klepfer [BAL76, 

GRA08] 

Zr-4 Not available in the mentioned 

references 

890-1577 

Ballinger [BAL76] Zr-4 Local : simplified [O] (r) profile + 
NAA 

871-1482 

Cathcart-Pawel (CP) 
[CAT77] 

Zr-4 Local : simplified [O](r) profile 1000-1500 

Leistikov 

[LEI83, LEI87], [SCH03] 

Zr-4 Local : simplified [O](r) profile 900-1500 

Lemmon [LEM57], 
[GRA08] 

Zr-2&Zr H2 release 1000 - 1400 

Urbanic [URB78] Zr-2&4 weighing and H2 release 1050-1580 

Kawazaki [KAW78] Zr-4 weighing 950-1330 

Nagase [NAG03] Zr-4 weighing 500-1300 

Grosse [GRO10] Zr-4 weighing 800-950 & 1000-1400 



Table 1: Some key publications providing parabolic weight-gain correlations (i.e. n=2 in eq.1). 

 

Figure 1: Comparison of some of the main weight-gain correlations from literature. 

In this work, a new method is developed to determine the Zy-4 weight-gain during steam oxidation 

based on metallographic data from tests performed at IRSN. This method is then validated on a wide 

set of experimental programs from literature. Finally, a novel non parabolic weight-gain correlation is 
established covering a large range of temperatures (900-1500°C). 

2 Metallography-based model  

2.1 Oxygen profile, experiment and schematic 
 

After steam oxidation at elevated temperature, the oxygen profile can be determined quantitatively 

in the metallic part of the specimen using a Castaing microprobe as illustrated in Figure 2. First, at 

surface an oxide layer develops. The oxygen profile across the oxide layer is not accurately known. 

Unfortunately, oxygen profile measurement in oxide scales is complex due to the open porosity and 
electron accumulation in the oxide (ZrO2 is a non-conductive ceramic). 
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Figure 2: Typical oxygen distribution after high temperature steam oxidation of a specimen 

measured using a Castaing microprobe. 

 

However, assuming usual process for zirconium alloy anionic-oxidation, oxygen vacancies diffuse 

from oxide-metal interface towards oxide surface in contact with gaseous environment. Oxygen from 

gaseous environment is captured into a vacancy and transported towards the oxide metal interface. 

A monotonously decreasing oxygen distribution is generally considered with a maximum at the 
gaseous oxide interface and a rather lower oxygen content at the oxide-metal interface [MA08].  

Steep decreases in oxygen concentration in the metal at the oxide-metal interface and to a lesser 

extent locally at the (O)/ interface are also expected. These two steep changes can be interpreted 
as discontinuities in the oxygen content profile. 

This continuous oxygen concentration profile can be schematized as illustrated in Figure 2: 

- a linear oxygen profile in the oxide layer, varying between , -         and , -      ( ), 

- a linear profile in the (O) layer, varying between , - ( )      and , - ( )  ( )  , 

- a constant oxygen content in the ex- phase corresponding to the average oxygen content 
(, -̅̅ ̅̅     ). 

The oxygen profile across the cladding can then be redrawn as illustrated in Figure 3 using the 
proposed simplifications. 



 

Figure 3: Simplified oxygen profile for two-sided oxidation across the cladding thickness. 

 

2.2 Simplified oxygen profile and integration 
 

The weight change of the specimen can be described by the following equation 

   ∫ , -̃(   )  ., -̃(   )/       
 ∫ , -      (, -   )     (2) 

Where , -    is the as-fabricated oxygen content (in wt%), 

, -̃(   ) is the oxygen concentration in the as-oxidized,     volume, 

  is the volume of the considered specimen before high temperature oxidation, 

    is the volume of the specimen after high temperature oxidation, 

The material densities at room temperatures are taken [ATI15, MAT93]: 
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Variations in the densities because of varying oxygen content are neglected. 

We consider a plane section in a cylindrical or tubular specimen containing the symmetry axis of the 

specimen. The specimen height is H and its as-received surface exposed to oxidizing environment is 

     The oxygen concentration changes continuously (except for some discontinuous phase 
boundaries). It can be discretized in the radial direction (  )        after oxidation: (, - )       . Each 

domain, as illustrated in Figure 4, has a constant material density (    )       . Following this 

discretization, the weight-gain can be analytically evaluated by: 
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      and       are respectively the inner and outer radius of the oxidized specimen and      

and      as-fabricated inner and outer radius. 

Neglecting the slight increase of     induced by oxidation, the pre-factor can be simplified into: 
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Figure 4: Discretized oxygen profile across a tubular specimen (2 sides oxidation). 

 

In case of a discontinuity in the oxygen profile: 
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The discretization remains unchanged if the discontinuity radius    is integrated into the subdivision 
of the integration domain: 
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This last equation is useful at the oxide-metal and at the / interface where there is a discontinuity 
in the oxygen profile as observed in Zircaloy-4. 

The number of discretization points is fixed using the simplified oxygen profile illustrated in Figure 3 
and detailed in Table 2. 

Radius r1 r2 r3 r4 r5 r6 

position inner radius (O)/ZrO2 
inner 

interface 

(O)/ex  
inner 

interface 

(O)/ex  
outer 

interface 

(O)/ZrO2 
outer 

interface 

outer 
surface 

Table 2: Radial discretization points. 

 

The Pilling-Bedworth (PB) ratio describes the volume increase when transforming a metal into oxide. 

For zirconium oxidation into zirconia the PB ratio is 1.56. High temperature oxidation of a cladding 
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consequently induces an increase in cladding diameter mainly resulting from the metal to oxide 

transformation volume change. To assess the modified radius after steam oxidation: 
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Using this radius discretization and equation (5), the weight-gain can be derived from metallography 
for two-sided and one-sided steam oxidation. 

Finally, weight-gain comes from the oxygen in the oxide (usually about 75 wt%), in the (O) (usually 

about 20 wt%) phase and in the ex- phase. The above described three contributions are ordered by 

decreasing contribution to the specimen weight-gain. The ex- phase contribution to the weight-gain 

is rather small (usually less than 5 wt%) and low accuracy evaluation is sufficient. The contribution of 

the oxide layer is clearly the most important one and must be determined accurately. The 

determination of (O) contribution is more challenging because it is rather difficult to measure 

accurately the thickness of this layer. The proposed linearization in the -phase appears reasonable. 

The linear distribution within the oxide is not validated by any existing experience. But this 

assumption is rather consistent with existing simulations assuming oxygen diffusion within the oxide 

layer [MA08, DUR11, MAZ13, BAR19, KIM21]. Diffusion usually leads to a convex evolution of the 

oxygen profile. However, some detailed modeling of the chemical potential tends to show that there 

might be an oxygen content profile concavity in the (O) layer [BAR19] and this curvature was 

sometimes observed when performing microprobe oxygen profile measurements [BRA08, DUR11]. 

Despite this, a linear approximation in the (O) oxygen content profile is assumed which significantly 
simplifies the data analysis. 

 

The benefits of the proposed approach relies on several factors: 

- the proposed wg is close to a direct measurement in a local region based on a metallography relying 
on a limited number of assumptions, 

- the specimen edge effects don’t need to be corrected and temperature heterogeneities along the 

specimen cannot affect the proposed weight-gain measurement if the temperature at the 
metallographic cut position has been checked, 

- no assumption is made for the oxide layer growth kinetics. Consequently, non-parabolic growth 
rate can be handled using the proposed approach. 

The main weakness of the proposed approach relies on the fact that the formation of (O) inclusions 

in the ex- region is not described. Consequently, the contribution of (O) inclusions on the weight-

gain is not taken into account and for very long steam exposures at elevated temperature the actual 
wg is expected to exceed the calculated value. 



The oxidized surface curvature or cutted-edges might affect the accuracy of the measured specimen 

weight-gain. Tube specimens usually exhibit slightly thinner oxide scales at internal surface than 

external one suggesting a possible slight difference in oxidation kinetics for flat or tubular 
geometries. 

 

2.3 Interface oxygen concentrations  
 

The Zr-O phase diagram has been studied by many authors. Domagala and Pherson [DOM54] phase 

diagram for Zr-O showed an important trend about zirconia stability. Sub-stoichiometric zirconia is 

considered to be the stable composition at the (O)-ZrO2 boundary. Nevertheless, there is a need for 

improved experimental stoichiometry characterization of the zirconia at the oxide-metal interface to 

determine an accurate oxygen concentration.  Complementary studies by Gebhardt [GEB61] and Ruh 

[RUH1967, GOS15] indicate that three allotropic forms of zirconia coexist for oxygen contents over 
22 wt% depending on the temperature and material composition: 

- monoclinic zirconia below approximately 1000°C, 

- tetragonal zirconia above this temperature, 

- cubic zirconia forms above 1500°C, appearing interspersed with metallic needles in metallographs 
[GEB61, RUH66] 

Ma [MA08] revisited the domains of stability of the various allotropic forms of zirconia and better 

interpreted the past experiments [DOM76, GEB61, RUH66]. The phase diagram proposed by Ma is 
superimposed with the Domagala phase diagram in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5: Zr-O phase diagram ([DOM76] solid lines – cross marks correspond to specimen 

containing a(O) & ZrO2 mixtures and grey dots to specimen containing ZrO2 as single phase, 

[MA2008] dashed lines above 15 wt% [O], [CHU79] doted lines below 3 wt% [O]) 

 

Below 1500°C, only monoclinic and tetragonal zirconia has to be considered. In the following, only 

temperatures below 1500°C are considered. The phase transformation domains for zirconia are also 

known to be influenced by hydrostatic stresses and grain size [GOS15, BUD93]. Consequently, the 
provided oxygen concentration must be considered as indicative values. 

At oxygen contents below 3 wt%, a pseudo-binary phase diagram was established experimentally by 

Chung and Kassner [CHUN79] identifying (O),  and (O)+ domains of stability with very good 

accuracy for Zircaloy-4. This diagram confirms that the tin is an -Zr stabilizer slightly decreasing the 

/+ transformation temperature as illustrated in Figure 5. 

There is some limited hydrogen uptake during high temperature steam oxidation. Consequently, the 
influence of hydrogen content will be discussed in the following. 

There is few controversies on oxygen content at the gas/zirconia layer interface. Cathcart & Pawel 
proposed to consider stoichiometric zirconia with , -                  . There is usually 

negligible hydrogen content in the zirconia, consequently the boundary concentrations in this layer 
are not affected by hydrogen content in the cladding specimen. 

Figure 5 shows that the oxygen content in the zirconia at the zirconia/(O) layer interface is 

comprised between 23 and 25 wt% in the 700-1500°C range and the zirconia formed at the interface 

is clearly sub stoichiometric as already discussed in the previous section. However, the contribution 

of the uncertainty on this interfacial concentration will result in any case in an uncertainty lower than 

4 to 8% without further refinements. With some consistency with the Domagala phase diagram, 

Cathcart & Pawel [CAT77] used , -      ( )(   )    
 ( )

   
. But as shown in Figure 5, the 

experiments supporting this limit are scarce and there is limited accuracy on this concentration. The 

correlation to be used in this study will be refined in an upcoming section.  

In the present study, the concentration in the (O) at the (O)/ZrO interface is taken equal to 
, - ( )            as recommended by Cathcart and Pawel [CAT77] whatever the oxidation 

temperature or hydrogen content are. 

The concentration in the (O) layer at the (O)/ex- interface is extracted from Chung experiments 

[CHU79] who experimentally updated the boundary composition specifically testing Zircaloy-4 at 

different temperatures T(K): , - ( )    ( )(   )      
              ( ( )     ). Torres [TOR17] 

has shown that average hydrogen contents up to 400 wppm had limited influence on this solubility 

limit, and Guilbert [GUI16] extended this conclusion for temperatures ranging between 1000 and 

1200°C. At higher hydrogen contents, an influence of hydrogen content is expected as shown by 
Guilbert [GUI16].   

The model given by Chung [CHU79] is also used for the boundary concentration in the ex- at the ex-

/(O) interface: , -     ( )(   )      
      

    

 ( ) . Similarly, Torres [TOR17] and Guilbert 

[GUI16] contributed to show that this solubility limit is not significantly influenced by hydrogen 
content up to 1000 wppm.  

 



2.4 Oxygen content in the ex- phase 
 

The oxygen transport in the ex- phase layer is controlled by diffusion, consequently in this scale the 

diffusion is modeled to provide satisfactory extrapolations for short duration exposure since the 

 ( )     is not considered. In the following, a Crank [CRA56] analytical solution is used. The 

reference situation is illustrated in Figure 4. The solution is established for the study of the gas 

charging of a 2l thick plate with a constant gas concentration at the edges of the plate. Theoretically, 

this solution cannot be used to describe a problem with moving - interfaces during the diffusion 

process. However, this approximation is accurate for short term oxidation (small movement of the 

interface) and the contribution of this phase to the weight-gain becomes negligible for long term 

exposure thus this approximation appears as a good compromise to determine the specimen weight-

gain resulting from the  phase. In the following, the oxygen diffusion in the  phase between / 
interfaces (double side oxidation) is considered. Both interfaces are located at   . 

 

The time and space distribution of solute between -l and +l is given by the following series: 
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Where    is the initial solute concentration and    the solubility limit. 

The average solute concentration,  ,̅ in the solid solution at each time can be determined using the 

above-mentioned equation:  ̅  
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The average content in the solid solution corresponds to the average content in the entire specimen. 
A simplified but very accurate solution is as follows: 
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(  ) 
  is a normalized time parameter. 

For two-sided oxidation during a LOCA, the   parameter is     
    

(     )
  and for one-sided 

oxidation   
    

(      )
 . 

  : is the diffusion coefficient of oxygen in the -phase of Zircaloy-4. 

A correlation from Perkins [PER77] is used in the following:   (  
  ⁄ )          

 
    

       ( ). 

And the average concentration of oxygen in the ex- phase is then: 
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The ex- layer thickness appearing in   parameter is obtained from measurements by subtracting 

(O) and zirconia layers thickness measured using metallographs from the oxidized cladding 
specimen total thickness (difference between r3 and r4, see equations 10 and 9). 

The oxygen content in the ex-β phase is assumed to be constant and following equation 11. The 

assumption of a constant oxygen concentration across the prior-beta-layer is inconsistent with Figure 

3 although this is unlikely to have any numerical significance because of the way the average is 

calculated. 

 

 

Figure 6: Space and time distribution of the solute for an infinite set of planar precipitates in an 

infinite media [CRA56]. 

 

2.5 Main datasets and validation of the method  
 

A large set of steam oxidation experiments from five different bibliographical sources has been 

selected as summarized in Table 3. Some of them provide characterization of oxidation scale 

thicknesses ((O) and ZrO2) and other provide weight-gains based on specimen weighing before and 

after the test. Authors have not been able to fully reconstruct the Leistikov data and there is a 

possibility that some of the specimens were both characterized by metallography and weighing. 

Many specimens from an IRSN program have been characterized both by metallography and 

weighing. It is thus decided to calibrate the metallographic weight-gain measurement method based 
on these measurements. 

Authors Temperature 
range (°C) 

Scale thickness 
available 

wg form weighing 
available 

Cathcart & Pawel [CAT77] 900-1500 yes no 

Sawarn [SAW16] 900-1200 yes no 

IRSN (Table 4) 900-1200 yes yes  



Leistikov [LEI83, LEI87], 
[SCH03] 

650-1300 yes no 

Nagase [NAG03] 650-1300 no yes 

Table 3: The five experimental programs supporting the wg characterization in this study. 

 

IRSN has been running experimental programs to characterize cladding material oxidation conditions 

for a long period. The testing protocols and some results are described in references [GUI10, GUI16B, 

GUI21]. Tests for which both a characterization of scale thicknesses and weight-gain deriving from 

weight measurements are available are listed in Table 4. Most of the tests are two-sided oxidations. 

Inner and outer oxidation layers are characterized independently using optical microscopy for most 

of the tests. A few steam oxidation tests are performed at 1200°C using sealed end plugs leading to 

one-sided oxidation. For some of the tests, the metallography is not sufficiently contrasted to 

measure (O) layer thicknesses, in this case eddy current measurements combined with zirconia 

layer measurements are used to assess the oxygen stabilized  layer thickness [DES21]. In this 

situation, the (O) layer thickness is assumed to be the same at inner and outer surfaces. This data 

set is used to calibrate as accurately as possible the oxygen concentration in the zirconia layer at the 

(O) interface, , -      ( )(   ). Indeed, this is the only lacking parameter to determine the 

metallography-based weight-gain. 

 

Steam oxidation conditions e ZRO2 thickness (O) thickness weighing 

Temperature duration outer 
surface 

inner 
surface 

outer 
surface 

inner 
surface 

Measured wg 

(°C) (s) (µm) (µm) (g/cm
2
) 

900 

600 9.4 9.1 16.7 16.3 0.00172 

1200 12.4 11 16.5 16.5 0.00238 

1800 15.2 13.5 17.2 16.8 0.00309 

3000 17.7 14.7 41.4 41.6 0.00319 

4500 17.5 15.5 51.7 50.8 0.00411 

6000 

19.8 17.5 34.5 35.2 0.00435 

19.6 16.9 33.8 34.6 0.00440 

19.9 17.1 32.2 32.6 0.00448 

1000 

300 
18.1 16.8 18 18 0.00337 

19 16.9 15.8 15.8 0.00335 

900 34.3 31.4 23.6 23.8 0.00633 

1500 37.8 33.2 35.4 35.4 0.00691 

1800 

46.4 43.2 34.3 33.6 0.00862 

43.3 37.4 40 40 0.00788 

40.4 39.1 46.8 46.8 0.00807 

2400 47 44.2 54.1 54.1 0.00964 

3600 52 47.8 68.5 68.5 0.01098 

1100 
600 47.3 44.2 56.9 53.5 0.00876 

900 59.6 55.5 70.4 69.7 0.01121 



1200 

200 53.8 52.3 54.3 53 0.00965 

300 52.3 48.4 71.5 70.3 0.01022 

465 

68.9 65.6 93.2 91.4 0.01394 

67.4 64.9 89.8 89.1 0.01344 

68.1 64.3 90.2 90.9 0.01351 

70.0 67.5 93.3 91.5 0.01399 

66.3 63.7 88.2 87.5 0.01348 

67.3 64.4 89.3 88.6 0.01341 

62.0 0.0 86.3 0 0.01288 

62.3 0.0 84.5 0 0.01259 

64.8 0.0 90.9 0 0.01342 

600 
89.3* 89.3* 88.4* 85.1* 0.01603* 

70.6 66.4 92.2 91 0.01348 

900 
92.6 89 133.9 125.8 0.01846 

84.9 79.9 113.8 116.3 0.01666 

1860 

121.2* 0.0 167.8* 0 0.02737* 

124.2 0.0 174.4 0 0.02493 

126.1 0.0 179.1 0 0.02496 

Table 4: IRSN steam oxidation experiments with simultaneous wg measurement by weighing and 

metallographic characterization of the various scale thickness – Italic: eddy current measurement 

for 
  ( ), *: some doubt on this value. 

 

A linear dependence of the , -      ( ) concentrations with temperature is considered. Finally, the 

best fit of the IRSN weighing measurements with metallographic calculated weight-gains is obtained 

for the following correlation:  , -      ( )(   ): , -      ( )       
 ( )

   
     . This correlation 

will be used in the rest of the study. Two of the test results are affected by uncertainty, probably 

resulting from a lack of accuracy in oxidation temperature assessment. Other results are in good 

adequacy for all temperatures comprised between 900 and 1200°C and a 5.5% standard deviation is 

obtained comparing the two estimates of weight-gain, which appears acceptable. 
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Figure 7: Comparison between weight-gain from weighing and from metallography full-marks 

correspond to two-sided oxidation and empty mark to one-sided oxidation. 

 

3 Novel weight-gain correlation 
 

The entire set of boundary layers concentrations is then used to determine the metallography- based 

weight-gain of two main testing campaigns for which authors also evaluated the weight-gain using 
diffusion modeling: 

- Cathcart-Pawel test results [CAT77]. 

- Leistikov test results [LEI83. LEI87, SCH03]. 

The comparison between Cathcart & Pawel and Leistikov results are illustrated in Figure 8 showing 

that the present study leads to weight-gains consistent with Leistikov data, but rather higher than 

Cathcart & Pawel assessment. This slight deviation is observed for all tested conditions. This method 

can then be used with a reasonable confidence to jointly analyze the results from the various 
experimental programs listed in Table 3. 

 

 

Figure 8: Comparison between present study weight-gains and values derived by: a) Cathcart & 

Pawel and b) Leistikov. 

The obtained weight-gains are plotted in Figure 9 with different symbols associated to each 

bibliographical source and marks color depending on the temperature. The kinetics exponent, n, of 

the model is plotted and compared to the results of Nagase [NAG03] in Figure 10. The calculated 

values lead to slightly higher kinetics exponents than the ones proposed by Nagase in its validity 

range. It clearly appears in Figure 9, that the various experimental programs lead to rather consistent 

weight-gains except between 900 and 1000°C. It is frequently suspected that the monoclinic to 

tetragonal phase transformation of zirconia at 1000°C is partly responsible for the oxidation kinetics 

change and result scattering. In this temperature range, the Cathcart-Pawel and Leistikov oxidation 

kinetics are rather faster than the results from more recent programs. This might be the result of a 

metallurgical change such as a higher tin content for past alloys or differences in the manufacturing 

process. Therefore Cathcart-Pawel and Leistikov data at 900°C and 950°C were not considered to 

establish the correlation. For all other temperatures, all the data are taken into account to determine 

a weight-gain correlation covering the entire temperature range between 900 and 1500°C. A 
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quadratic error minimization procedure is applied to determine a simple shape function describing as 

accurately as possible this data set. The time dependency of this law is not parabolic, as suggested by 

Nagase [NAG03] and there is an acceleration of the oxidation kinetics above 1224°C appearing in the 

correlation, which is also consistent with Grosse results [GRO10]. Extrapolation below 900°C is not 

recommended since, consistently with [NAG03], a cubic kinetics (n=3) is observed.  The proposed 

correlation is plotted and compared to the data in Figure 9. The accuracy of the proposed correlation 

is compared to experimental measurements and to Cathcart-Pawel correlation prediction in and out 

of its applicability range in Figure 10. The predictions are in rather good agreement with measured 

weight-gains except when using the Cathcart-Pawel correlation out of its validity range at 900 and 

950°C. There are some underpredictions associated with oxidation times above 1000s at 1000°C. The 

optimization also provides the standard deviation at each temperature range of the estimated 

weight-gain assuming a log-normal distribution. The results are gathered in Table 5 and confirm a 

strong increase of the data scattering at 900, 950 and 1000°C. At 1000°C and above the scattering 

decreases with temperature increase. The proposed correlation leads systematically to slightly lower 
uncertainty than the one derived from Cathcart-Pawel correlation. 

 

Figure 9: Five experimental sources and proposed weight-gain correlation calculated using the 

metallographic results 
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Figure 10: Evolution of kinetic exponent n with oxidation temperature. 

 

 

Figure 11: Accuracy of the present paper prediction and the Cathcart-Pawel correlation (its validity 

range being 1000-1500°C) 

 

The standard deviation in each temperature category is assumed to follow a log-normal distribution: 
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Temperature (°C) 900 950 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500 

Present study -   0.093 0.122 0.103 0.059 0.042 0.037 0.013 0.020 
Cathcart-Pawel -   0.650* 0.663* 0.155 0.063 0.049 0.081 0.038 0.035 

Table 5: Standard deviation, , of the log-normal variation of the estimated wg (*: out of 

correlation validity range). 

 

It appears useful to describe a simple procedure facilitating the wg integration during a temperature 

transient. Equation 12 can be simplified into equation 1 type form (  ) ( )   ( )   and the time 

derivative form can straight forward be written as 
 [(  ) ( )]

  
  ( ). Consequently, discretizing time 

and temperature into *  +        and *  +        and assuming negligible temperature change 

between two-time intervals, the weight-gain at     can be determined sequentially using its value at 

  : 

      [   
 (    )   (    )      (  )  ]

 
 (    ) 

Nevertheless, a time sampling sensitivity analysis is recommended. 

 

4 Discussion and conclusions  
 

The present study has revisited the past and recent works addressing weight-gain kinetics for 

Zircaloy-4 tubes under steam environment at elevated temperature. A new method based on 

metallographic layer thickness measurements to evaluate local weight-gain has been proposed. It is 

validated by comparing weight-gain measurement to the calculated values on experiments 
performed at IRSN. 

Two main aspects have not been analyzed in the present work: (1) the formation of (O) inclusions in 

the ex- central layer has not been considered; therefore, for long term exposure weight-gain are 

probably under-predicted, (2) the detailed distribution of oxygen within the oxide scale has not been 

considered. There is here a lack of knowledge, however it has a negligible impact on the evaluation 
of the weight-gain (because the gradient of oxygen concentration is small). 

Simulation codes postulating oxygen transport by diffusion mechanism are expected to predict 

weight-gains following a parabolic increase with exposure duration assuming constant diffusivity 

values. Non parabolic trend prediction requires complex modeling refinement. Specifically, it is 

expected that stress and/or phase transformation influence the oxide crystallography across the 
zirconia layer which directly modifies the oxidation kinetics as suggested by Gosset [GOS15].   

In the present study, a few simple assumptions facilitate the experimental data interpretation 

without any a priori assumptions on the oxygen transport mechanism in the oxide layer. This 

approach provides accurate weight-gain evaluations for isothermal oxidation conditions in the 900-

1500°C range. On the contrary, for complex transients, oxidation simulation codes modelling the 

diffusions processes are necessary.  



Modeling of the oxygen diffusion in a mixture of  + (O) inclusions remains an axis of progress. This 

might help determining oxidation rate for very long exposures to steam at elevated temperature or 

in the lower range of the + domain. 

To achieve progress in oxidation modeling there are several other aspects needing improvements. 

The main one is to determine the oxygen concentration profile across the oxide layer and model the 

key phenomena influencing this distribution. Tetragonal/monoclinic zirconia transformation 

facilitated by many possible phenomena such as grain size , local hydrostatic stress, sub-
stoichiometry, temperature history might be of importance. 

In the present study, the various steam oxidation experiments gathered are consistent with each 

other. An exception to this was an increase of the oxidation rate in the 950 and 1000°C experiments 

observed in Cathcart-Pawel and Leistikov experiments. This might result from a tin composition 

change between past and modern Zircaloy-4 or from a change in the alloy manufacturing route or 

surface finishing process. The high dispersion observed in the literature for the values of time to 

transition in this range of temperature is also probably linked to these changes.  

Another outcome of the study is a single and simple correlation describing the weight -gain in a 

temperature range covering 900°C to 1500°C with a single correlation. Also, thanks to the large 

amount of gathered data (about 350 tests were analyzed), the data scatter was also characterized 
providing variation bands. 

Finally, the main outcome of the present work is that, using the proposed method, a local weight-

gain based on metallography can be determined after each complex experiment. This local approach 

helps to better understand complex experiments, verify the equivalent oxidation temperature 

conditions at a given section after an integral test and check the possible azimuthal temperature 

variations. The use of local weight-gain measurement can be used jointly with oxide layer thickness 

and oxygen stabilized  layer to better determine the local temperature and oxidation conditions. 
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